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FROM THE AGE OF THE ANCIENT CREATRIX

With Mary through the evolution of consciousness – an overview
As we trace the evolution of consciousness through the ages, we can
contextualise Mary Magdalene with an emphasis on the feminine both human
and divine.
The framework for understanding comes from a range of sources. I have drawn
on historical records, archaeology, paleontology and anthropology. Valuable
too have been different conceptual frameworks for the ‘ages’ of human
development based on breakthrough shifts in consciousness, and the great
myths and philosophies of humankind.
As well there are the insights of seers down the ages concerning the spiritual
impulses and beings that shape history. It’s helpful to think of the soul’s
evolutionary journey as a template or overlay upon the history of events traced
through physical markers and socio-geo-political events.
First, a brief overview will provide a picture of how much our present
consciousness and soul experience differs from ancient times.
Humans in the distant past of pre-history were immersed in the invisible realms
of spirit but there was little concept of a separate self. The stencilled handprints
on cave walls, as in the front-page illustration, date from around 45,000 years
ago and are widespread. They are evidence that a sense of identity was
emerging. (‘His-story’ today is being revised as not only the story of men and it
is freeing up research – recent investigation shows that a sizeable proportion of
these handprints were created by women and some by children.)
As consciousness evolved, perception of the world around grew stronger, yet
people also had the ability to ‘see’, as if with physical eyes, the spiritual forces
working in and through the physical. Every event in the sky, every shift in the
weather, every elemental activity, every plant and animal, every human being
on earth was seen to have an accompanying spiritual reality. As humanity
developed language, these non-physical forces would be differentiated and
given names.
The culture of the indigenous people of Australia endured for at least 60,000
years but was devastated through aggressive British colonization from the late
eighteenth century. Despite this, deep knowledge managed to survive and
continues to evolve. Remaining central is the intimate link with country through
creation stories about ancestral spirit beings and shapeshifting animal spirits,
myths that tell of a beginning that is also ongoing – an embedded past, present
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and future. Passed on by elders and represented in art, the teachings are difficult
for ‘outsiders’ to access. Yet with recognition this oldest living culture is and will
be of enormous value for everyone.
For there came a time when perception of spirit began to fade in waking
consciousness and sense awareness of the physical became dominant. Linear
time was being measured, distancing original creation from ‘the present’. From
such a separated standpoint, we still had the names to connect us, including
those of the spiritual powers we personified into human-like gods and
goddesses. Through millennia humanity retained awareness of the need to
maintain the connection because every spiritual entity was still understood as
playing a beneficial or damaging role in human life. Consequently, cultures
around the world are enormously rich with stories of vibrant, powerful and
identifiable non-physical characters from animal spirit helpers to high beings
overseeing every stage of earthly existence.

(L) Ram-headed god Amun-re protecting pharaoh Rameses II, forecourt of the
temple at Karnak, Egypt; (R) The winds personified in Renaissance art – Zephyrus
god of the west wind and Aura goddess of the gentle breeze in Botticelli’s ‘Birth
of Venus’
In our age humans have become self-aware, developing a distinctive
consciousness of our inner experiences. Because of this, spiritual beings have
become reminders of certain universal attributes. Even in a contemporary
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materialistic culture they exist as archetypes in human consciousness and
appear as descriptive words like nemesis derived from the goddess of
retribution, panacea from the goddess of remedies and promethean from the
Titan Prometheus that represents great struggle.
Our mysterious pre-history
The million plus years of human pre-history are mysterious to modern minds.
We do understand that this long age was about the evolution of the physical
body, with the emergence of stone tool making beginning the Palaeolithic or Old
Stone Age. Human ability to form mental associations began early, evidenced in
the carving of simple symbolic images.
Research is still ongoing, but the current view is that from around 270,000 years
ago modern humans, homo sapiens, began to migrate in waves out of Africa,
with the most recent migration from around 70,000 years ago gradually
spreading across much of the earth, including as far as Australia. They
encountered other human species but homo sapiens became the dominant
human stream, although we shouldn’t assume dominance came through battle.
No evidence for this has been found in the Palaeolithic age, and Neanderthal
and Denisovan DNA has been found in humans today, indicating interbreeding
rather than war.
In western Europe symbolic art reached a highly sophisticated level in the Upper
(late) Palaeolithic Magdalenian culture – approximately 50,000 to 12,000 BCE.
Astoundingly realistic and beautiful paintings of animals randomly covered
every rockface and ceiling deep inside caves, at Lascaux and Altamira for
example, wiping away the old idea that these ancient people were ‘savages’. We
can only guess at the function of these images born from an intelligence unlike
ours, yet a high intelligence it was. Among the cave paintings were lion-men and
bison-women, wearing animal costumes or assuming the animal’s identity,
pointing to a shamanistic culture.
Who was the Ancient Creatrix?
Another common image in the caves is the triangle of a woman’s pubic area,
with the rest of the body merely suggested. From around 35,000 years ago
across Europe we also find the so-called ‘Venus’ figurines. In the harsh and
hungry conditions of the Ice Ages, when skeletal remains indicate lean muscular
women, these figures were atypically obese with exaggerated breasts, bellies,
buttocks, hips and genitalia. It is a misnomer to call her ‘Venus’ a name that
would define her in the modern mind. Even our concept of the term ‘goddess’
may not be appropriate for these female forms stripped to their primal
procreative essentials. In this sense she is the ‘great mother’, the awesome all© Helen Martineau
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powerful spirit of the Earth herself, the life-giving power of regeneration for
people whose lives depended on her bounteousness.
The figurines are mostly tiny and would easily have been kept close, and by
association link a person to what women represented for the group –
motherhood with its nurturing, care-giving and protection. The many figurines
discovered in caves, often near the all-important ‘hearth’, suggest the high value
given by men and women to these qualities and give further lie to the old
concept of aggressive savages.

(L.) ‘Venus’ unearthed in a cave at Hohle Fels, Germany; the tiny figurine carved
from mammoth tusk is the oldest recognized female repesentation; pre 35,000
BCE.
(R.) Bas relief on a limestone block from Laussel, around 25,000 BCE, the female
figure holds what may be a bison horn or a cornucopia carved with 13 lines which
suggest phases of the moon.
Women especially would respond to the cyclic rhythms of their being and
express connection with the Mother of All through dance, song and instrumental
music – evidenced by discoveries of small bone flutes with holes for the fingers.
Ceremonies would naturally invoke the self-perpetuating feminine spirit. Was
Mary Magdalene involved? Did she dance to invoke the Mother-being? I believe
so. And she would continue to make her mark in different cultures. Hers was a
soul prepared over many incarnations.
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Post-Atlantean soul development
In his Timaeus Plato wrote of an old priest from Egypt who insisted the Greeks
were children because they had ‘no knowledge hoary with age’. The priest went
on to describe a lost island called Atlantis in the sea beyond the Pillars of
Hercules (Straits of Gibraltar). Its armies attacked the Greek peoples, who were
able to hold them back. Both cultures had more advanced technologies that
were subsequently lost. This was because the island and that early Greek
civilisation met their end in widely disruptive floods and earthquakes.
Evidence of this legendary island in the Atlantic Ocean has not been found, yet.
Meanwhile seers have pointed to a fascinating history. Over the ages its initiates
exerted a spiritual evolutionary influence, with more advanced ‘teachers’ going
out among the people, planting seeds of future developments in receptive souls.
Perhaps the brilliant Magdalenian culture emerged through Atlantean influence.
But the story of Atlantis continues with dark magicians perverting the noble
culture towards lust for power. And this ties in with the aggressive militaristic
picture of Atlantis in Timaeus.
The Pleistocene or Ice Ages ended with the retreat of the vast ice sheets from
around 11,000 BCE that did cause the sea level to rise dramatically, massively
inundating coastal areas. Atlantis also vanished. Subsequently post-Atlantean
cultures emerged that specifically mark developments in the soul. According to
the insights of Rudolf Steiner there are seven main developments; we are
currently in the middle of the fifth. Dates were derived from observations of the
zodiac and discovery of the precession of the earth’s axis by Babylonian
astronomer-astrologers, who were also seer-priests, and subsequently named
for the major civilisations in which a shift in consciousness was most clearly seen.
The diagram below is based on these cultural shifts.
Steiner named the unfolding cultures (which he called ‘epochs’) with a focus on
those that led to the western world we know today and those that he saw
becoming the leading edge of future evolution. I have updated, in brackets,
some of his terms. The ancient name Iran (today revived) is more appropriate
for the timescale of 2 because the Persian empire came centuries later – the
Achaemenid, 559-330 BCE. And in 3 the biblical term ‘Chaldea’ is better replaced
by Mesopotamia to cover the competing empires in the region of the TigrisEuphrates rivers and west towards modern Syria.
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The arc illustrates a mirroring effect – a later era replays and develops what
existed in the earlier parallel period. For example, our present fifth era replicates
and builds on the Egypto-Mesopotamian. The fourth stands alone, and the
seventh will bring the whole post-Atlantean age to an end.
In addressing major shifts in terms of human consciousness, we become aware
that spiritual preparation takes place in leading souls well before outer events
manifest in history. And there are always souls trailing behind evolution’s thrust.
There are pioneers and stragglers and everyone in between. As well, a major
shift in consciousness is like a stone thrown into the evolutionary pond with
after-effects spreading like ripples into following eras.
Inwardly, in terms of human souls, evolution has been about loosening innate
union with the spiritual worlds. Humanity travelled in a mighty ‘downward’
trajectory to reach the Greco-Roman era during which we became ‘earth
citizens’. Knowledge of the world had gathered pace, until fully aligned with the
material world, human consciousness became dependent on mentally making
sense of sense experience.
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The Christ event took place at this low point and as we trace Mary Magdalene,
we will be restoring its often-ignored meaning and purpose.
Our immersion in the material world carries an inherent danger that matter
seems more real than spirit. For many today the physical is the only reality. Yet
in our time we are on the return journey. A gradual return to spiritual
consciousness is underway, instigated through the incarnation of the Christ,
even when it is unrecognised.
Our present era beginning in 1413 was named for the avalanche of
experimentation and change, first emerging in Europe and then the USA.
Current earthly politics narrow the picture. For example, China and India are
emerging as powers and may have an influence on soul evolution. As well, some
commentators have pointed out that the USA in some ways has already failed in
its self-appointed mission to be the leader of democratic culture, despite the
rhetoric. Europe too seems to be in flux. Well, there are more than a thousand
years remaining until 3573. Time for a lot to happen.
In one sense non-believers in spirit are right – gods and goddesses and all the
non-physical beings are merely a product of the human imagination. Yet if we
understand imagination as more than idle fantasy; if we correctly define it as the
ability to recognise the reality of spirit with inner eyes, we can know that this
invisible world is real, merely unavailable to the physical senses we rely on so
much. And we can know that our destiny is to turn towards spirit again. In terms
of consciousness evolution becomes involution. Yet it is not going back or
returning to dependence on old gods and beliefs.
We are now responsible for our soul’s further evolution. Through taking up the
responsibility of knowing and expressing the spiritual Self or inner Christ we can
become ‘en-lightened’. This is the longest journey anyone can undertake, but
we have already travelled far, and that’s what the stories in this portal are about.
With that summary it is time to continue our epic journey with spirit and how it
has been revealed.
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